
2019 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Editing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

American Gods

The Beguiling Man
March 17, 2019

Promising vengeance for the death of a beloved old god, Mr. Wednesday begins preparation for a great
battle. Meanwhile Laura and Mad Sweeney chase Shadow’s diminishing light after he disappears. The
Jinn and Salim set out to retrieve the Gungnir spear, and Shadow encounters an associate of Mr. World.

American Horror Story: Apocalypse

Apocalypse Then
November 14, 2018

Cordelia and Myrtle prepare for the End Times. The witches make a desperate last stand at Outpost
Three in the final showdown against the Antichrist.

Anne with an E

Youth is the Season of Hope
July 06, 2018

The Cuthberts' boarders stir excitement with a question: Could there by gold in Avonlea? Elsewhere,
Gilbert makes a new friend at sea.

Better Call Saul

Talk
August 27, 2018

A restless Jimmy embarks on a new endeavor while Mike burns bridges. Kim pursues her bliss. Nacho
tries to survive a turf war.

Billions

Fight Night
May 05, 2019

Axe helps Rebecca with a business venture. Chuck faces off with US Attorney General Jock Jeffcoat.
Taylor ignites a public battle with Axe. Wendy suffers a blow that could jeopardize her career. Axe
Capital and Taylor Mason Capital compete in an unlikely arena.

Black Summer

Human Flow
April 11, 2019

At the onset of a zombie apocalypse, chaos descends as Rose loses her family, Ryan tries to get his
bearings, and a desperate man finds a new guise.



Bodyguard

Episode 2
October 24, 2018

After an attempted attack on the school Budd’s kids attend, Montague worries about leaks in the
department. But she may be in the line of fire herself.

Chambers

With Grace And Gratitude
April 26, 2019

When her growing turmoil pushes away the people she loves, Sasha looks to a stranger for guidance.
Ben and Nancy have a devastating heart-to-heart.

The Chi

The Scorpion and the Frog
May 31, 2019

Brandon is faced with a life-altering decision. Emmett takes a step towards adulthood and Kevin tries
out a new look. A trip down South leads Ronnie to confront his demons. Detectives Toussaint and Cruz
make a big arrest.

Chicago Fire

Going To War
October 03, 2018

Firehouse 51 is faced with a daunting challenge when an out-of-control blaze consumes a 25-story
apartment complex, trapping victims on the top floors. Complicating the rapidly escalating situation,
members soon discover that someone close to home may be one of the trapped victims.

Chicago P.D.

Endings
October 03, 2018

After discovering the true cause of the high-rise fire, Intelligence races to find the man responsible. And
for Halstead, it’s personal.

Chilling Adventures of Sabrina

Chapter Twenty: The Mephisto Waltz
April 05, 2019

Light and night cross paths once more as Greendale faces the Dark Lord's prophecy and Prudence
challenges Father Blackwood's ruthless plan.

The Enemy Within

Sierra Maestra
May 20, 2019

Keaton and the Cointel team must locate the domestic target before Chigorin launches an all-out
assault on the unsuspecting innocents. Shepherd convinces Keaton to let her go to Cuba to thwart Tal's
attack on Sierra Maestra, the CIA’s secret detention center imprisoning his operatives.



FBI

Partners in Crime
February 12, 2019

Maggie and OA must find the male-female duo behind a spree of violent armed robberies that killed an
off-duty police offer.

The First

Near and Far
September 14, 2018

The crew of Providence 2 prepares to launch. Laz and Denise get ready for a new chapter in their lives.

For The People

This is America
March 14, 2019

Tina faces legal consequences while insisting on protecting a boy whose father has a run-in with ICE
agents that could lead to his deportation. Elsewhere, Kate is determined to establish her worth to Roger
and takes on a significant murder case involving a prominent New York criminal defense attorney.

Game of Thrones

The Long Night
April 28, 2019

The characters engage in a heated conflict.

Gentleman Jack

I was just passing
April 22, 2019

Series premiere. Halifax, 1832. Rejected by aristocratic Vere Hobart, Anne Lister returns to her shabby
ancestral home, Shibden Hall, determined to restore its fortunes and find herself a wife. On the
neighboring estate, shy heiress Ann Walker is quietly delighted to hear that the charismatic Anne Lister
is back.

Get Shorty

Pickle
October 07, 2018

Facing dire circumstances, Miles (Chris O’Dowd) fights to maintain a presence on Wylderness and
salvage a relationship with Emma (Carolyn Dodd). Louis (Sean Bridgers) and Gladys (Sarah Stiles)
prepare to be parents.

Goliath

La Mano
June 15, 2018

Billy McBride is reluctantly pulled back into criminal defense when his friend’s 16- year-old son is
arrested for a double murder.



The Good Cop

Who Framed The Good Cop?
September 21, 2018

A man is found murdered in the park, and only two people in the world could have done it: TJ or his
father.

The Good Doctor

Quarantine - Part 1
December 03, 2018

A deadly virus forces the hospital to be quarantined, threatening the lives of patients and doctors alike.

Gotham

Legend of the Dark Knight: I Am Bane
March 21, 2019

On the precipice of Gotham's reunification, Gordon and Bruce find themselves face-to-face with a newly
transformed Eduardo, and discover the real mastermind behind the city's current chaos. Meanwhile, a
pregnant Barbara turns to Lee for help.

Greenleaf

Day of Reckoning
November 14, 2018

After Mae's beautiful sermon at "A Day with Lady Mae", Bishop fears he may lose Calvary. Grace gets a
paternity test with Aaron. Jacob and Grace work to clear the family name.

Grey's Anatomy

Silent All These Years
March 28, 2019

Jo treats a sexual assault survivor only days after learning that she, herself, is a product of rape. She
convinces her patient to do a rape kit, then lines the hallways with women to protect and support her as
she’s wheeled into the OR. 

The Handmaid's Tale

Holly
June 27, 2018

Offred faces a grueling challenge alone as she recalls her life as a mother. Serena Joy and the
Commander deal with the fallout of their actions towards Offred.

Happy!

19 Hours and 13 Minutes
April 24, 2019

A former corrupt cop, while trying to right his life, is befriended by his daughter's imaginary friend - a
perky blue flying unicorn. Together they must protect his family from forces of evil during the Easter
holiday season.



House of Cards

Chapter 73
November 02, 2018

Claire tries to tarnish Frank's legacy. Doug provokes Claire by releasing excerpts from Frank's diary. A
rift develops between the Shepherds.

How To Get Away With Murder

I Want To Love You Until The Day I Die
November 15, 2018

In the explosive winter finale, Connor and Oliver's big wedding day has arrived, but there's murder in
the air and the mystery of who the unlucky victim is will be revealed.

Impulse

Pilot
June 06, 2018

When Cleo’s boyfriend, Thomas, decides to sell Henry’s car, Henry enlists the help of high school
basketball star, Clay Boone, to steal it back. But when Henry experiences inexplicable seizures, things
quickly escalate beyond her control.

Informer

November Has Come
January 11, 2019

Holly’s curiosity reveals the uncomfortable truth about Gabe’s undercover past and her probing
unwittingly leads to his two worlds colliding. A new lead opens CTSU up to a line of investigation that
puts Raza directly in the line of fire.

The Innocents

Keep Calm, Come to No Harm
August 24, 2018

As a shellshocked June and Harry try to understand what's happening, their parents realize they've
gone missing. Dr. Halvorson runs tests on Elena.

Insatiable

Bad Kitty
August 10, 2018

Pastor Mike convinces Patty she has a demon inside of her and Christian offers up a suggestion. Bob
grapples with his feelings.

Killing Eve

Do You Know How to Dispose of a Body?
April 07, 2019

Eve is reeling from her act of violence against Villanelle and doesn’t know whether she is alive or dead. A
paranoid and severely injured Villanelle manages to get herself to the hospital for treatment. Carolyn
approaches Eve with an intriguing opportunity.



Knightfall

God’s Executioners
March 25, 2019

Banished from the Knights Templar after the discovery of his affair with Queen Joan, Landry must
redeem himself under the watchful eye of a mysterious veteran of the Crusades. King Philip plans to
take action against the Templars, while dealing with the return of his erratic, eldest son, Prince Louis.

L.A.'s Finest

Pilot
May 13, 2019

When a young boy becomes the target of a powerful cartel, our team must race against the clock to
keep him safe. But when Syd’s personal quest for justice threatens the operation, she and McKenna
must decide whom they really serve and protect.

Lucifer

Who's da New King of Hell?
May 08, 2019

With murderous demons on the loose in Los Angeles, it's up to Lucifer to rein in the chaos and protect
the people he most cares about.

The Man in the High Castle

Jahr Null
October 05, 2018

Juliana's attempt to stop the Nazis lands her in a precarious position. Himmler and John Smith lead a
lavish celebration of Year Zero. Amid a series of successes, Smith faces a setback. Kido returns to San
Francisco with a prize, performs an act of kindness for a friend.

Marvel's Daredevil

Blindsided
October 19, 2018

While Matt infiltrates a prison to find information on the Albanians, Fisk puts Dex in his crosshairs, and
a fed-up Foggy goes on the offensive.

Marvel's Iron Fist

The Fury Of Iron Fist
September 07, 2018

While rival gangs battle for the soul of New York, Danny and Colleen cross paths with an old
acquaintance. Joy embarks on a new adventure.

Marvel's Luke Cage

The Main Ingredient
June 22, 2018

Danny Rand insists on helping Luke hunt for Bushmaster - the Iron Fist way. Mariah sets out to reclaim
her empire. Misty pursues a traitor.



Marvel's The Punisher

The Whirlwind
January 18, 2019

Frank, Pilgrim, Madani, Russo, Amy, Curt and the Schultz family. No bullet is left unspent as season two
comes to an explosive conclusion.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

We're Going to the Catskills!
December 05, 2018

The Weissmans arrive in the Catskills for their annual summer trip and attempt to settle into familiar
patterns. Whispers of Midge and Joel's separation cause Rose to poke around her daughter's love life.
Susie must adjust her summer plans in an effort to keep her and Midge's career momentum going.

Mayans M.C.

Gato/Mis
October 09, 2018

EZ continues to prove his worth as a prospect, as both sides of the border must grapple with harsh
realities.

A Million Little Things

I Dare You
November 07, 2018

After discovering she might not know Rome like she thought she did, Regina is put in charge of making
important decisions for him. Meanwhile, Gary tries to convince Maggie he will be there for her no matter
what, and Katherine discovers she has a new admirer.

My Brilliant Friend

Dissolving Margins / Le Smarginatura
November 26, 2018

Entering high school, Elena vows to stay ahead of Lila, academically and romantically. Lila eschews
many suitors and, focuses on her ambitions in the shoe shop. On New Year's Eve, things escalate quickly
during a fireworks faceoff with the Solaras, and Lila sees a new side of her brother Rino.

Narcos: Mexico

Just Say No
November 16, 2018

After the DEA closes in on Rafa’s enormous pot field, Félix tries to stop his associates from retaliating.
Kiki and Jaime meet with investigators.

9-1-1

7.1
September 24, 2018

When a massive earthquake rocks Los Angeles, the responders rush to rescue victims in a crumbling
high-rise hotel.



The OA Part II

Chapter 5: The Medium & The Engineer
March 22, 2019

After a harrowing ordeal, OA and Karim find themselves locked inside a labyrinth of puzzles. Nagging
doubts prompt Homer to snoop on Dr. Percy.

Orange Is The New Black

Who Knows Better Than I
July 27, 2018

The COs at Litchfield’s maximum security unit size up the new arrivals. Off her medication, Suzanne
hallucinates.

The Orville

Identity, part 2
February 28, 2019

The Kaylon take control of the Orville and race toward earth with their armada, with the intention of
destroying all biological lifeforms. The crew of the Orville fight back, teaming up with the Krill in an epic,
9 minute space dogfight.

Ozark

One Way Out
August 31, 2018

Mason goes off the deep end and focuses his rage on the Byrdes. Ruth tries to make her dad proud
during a boat-part heist.

Patriot

Fuck John Wayne
November 09, 2018

An unexpected day off provides the opportunity for a last-minute bachelor party. Collective inebriation
follows. John fully embraces the celebration with his wife and friends until the timeline for his mission
abruptly moves up.

Pose

Pilot
June 03, 2018

In 1987 New York, Blanca Rodriguez pursues her dream of becoming a house mother after receiving a
devastating medical diagnosis. Alongside the members of her newly formed House of Evangelista,
Blanca competes in the House Ballroom scene against her former mother and recent rival, Elektra
Abundance.

Power

A Friend of the Family
August 26, 2018

The AUSA turns up the heat on Ghost and implicates his inner circle in a RICO. Ghost and Tommy move
forward to frame Dre for the murder of Raymond Jones, while Angela and Tasha enact a plan of their
own.



Project Blue Book

The Fuller Dogfight
January 08, 2019

Ohio State astrophysicist Dr. Allen Hynek is recruited by the Air Force into their top-secret program
investigating UFOs called Project Blue Book. Partnered with Captain Michael Quinn, they investigate the
case of a military pilot who survived a dogfight with an alien craft. Based on the “Gorman Dogfight”
case.

The Purge

A Nation Reborn
November 06, 2018

With 42 Purge minutes remaining, Joe cages Rick, Jenna, Penelope, and Paige. While coming to their
rescue, Miguel and Pete engage in a shootout with an unexpected enemy. Meanwhile, Penelope frees the
group, then gun fighting and explosions kill Rick and Paige. The Purge ends, but Miguel kills Joe anyway.

Queen Sugar

The Tree and Stone Were One
July 25, 2018

Charley gains an unexpected ally in her fight against the Landrys. Nova receives an offer she can't
refuse. Violet learns the fate of her pie shop. Micah and his friends stage a protest at the plantation.

Ray Donovan

The Dead
January 13, 2019

In the Season finale, Ray settles his final scores and revisits the past with his father. The Donovans
clean up their mess. Smitty gets a crash course in what it means to be a part of the family.

S.W.A.T.

Never Again
November 01, 2018

The S.W.A.T. team tries to determine the next diamond dealer to be robbed by a group of highly
organized thieves executing heists across downtown Los Angeles. When Hondo is emotionally affected
by a suspect's death during the case, he seeks comfort from his mother, Charice.

A Series Of Unfortunate Events

Penultimate Peril: Part 1
January 01, 2019

Various parties converge at the Hotel Denouement, where the mysterious “J.S.” has called the V.F.D.
together - and things aren’t always what they seem.

Sex Education

Episode 3
January 11, 2019

Otis’ clinic achieves liftoff, as does his attraction to Maeve, who unexpectedly asks him for help. Eric
swings off on his own and fields a come-on.



Shameless

Lost
March 03, 2019

Frank’s injury gets in the way of everyone’s plans as Fiona attempts to get her life back on track and Lip
grows frustrated with his relationship with Tami. Carl gets some bad news about his future, and Debbie
finally makes a move on Kelly.

Sneaky Pete

The Double Up & Back
May 31, 2019

Marius returns to the farm in hopes of finding a deeper connection with the Bernhardt's but his past
soon catches up and tempts him back to the con life. Julia finds herself holding a big secret while
serious legal issues put her life and the family business in jeopardy.

The Society

Our Town
May 10, 2019

Cassandra and her friends prepare for an uncertain future, while Harry's crew just wants to party. Sam
and Becca make a discovery.

Star Trek: Discovery

Such Sweet Sorrow, Part 2
April 18, 2019

The Discovery battles Control in a fight for their lives and for the future, with a little help from some
unexpected friends. Spock and Burnham discern vital new connections between the red signals while
Burnham faces one of life’s harshest truths: the right decisions are often the hardest to make.

Station 19

Weather The Storm
November 15, 2018

As the team gathers for a Friendsgiving celebration at Dean’s, a violent windstorm touches down in
Seattle. As the storm picks up speed, creating dangerous fire conditions, the crew must put the
festivities on hold and report for duty, leaving some of them in a life-threatening situation.

Succession

Nobody is Ever Missing
August 05, 2018

Season One Finale. Logan finds himself in crisis mode as news of a hostile takeover breaks; Kendall eyes
an escape outlet.

THE 100

Damocles: Part One
July 31, 2018

With the survival of the human race at stake, Octavia the Red Queen leads the weather-worn Wonkru
army to battle against McCreary and his men, who have taken control of the last viable piece of land on
Earth.



Timeless

The Miracle Of Christmas Part 2
December 20, 2018 - December 20, 2018

With a little help from their future selves, Lucy and Wyatt, along with the rest of the team, journey to
the California Gold Rush and the Korean War's Hungnam evacuation in a daring bid to save Rufus and
stop Rittenhouse once and for all.

Titans

Dick Grayson
December 21, 2018

TITANS the first-action series for Warner Bros new superhero streaming platform service, DC UNIVERSE-
Ep11 “Dick Grayson” is under a spell, living in a dreamscape that starts with him living a happy
domestic life that quickly turns dark and takes him back to Gotham City to confront his mentor Batman

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Pilot
August 31, 2018

CIA analyst Jack Ryan uncovers a series of suspicious transactions that take him and his boss James
Greer out from behind their desks into the field to hunt down a powerful new threat. Hanin begins to
question her husband’s affairs after he brings a mysterious outsider into their home.

The Twilight Zone

Six Degrees Of Freedom
May 02, 2019

A space crew preparing for the first human flight to Mars is faced with a life-altering decision… and its
consequences. DeWanda Wise, Jessica Williams, Jefferson White, Lucinda Dryzek and Jonathan Whitesell
quest star.

The Umbrella Academy

The Day That Wasn't
February 15, 2019

Sparks fly when Vanya finds her siblings holding an emergency family meeting without her. Five starts
his new job at HQ. Cha-Cha faces a dilemma.

Vikings

Ragnarok
January 30, 2019

A new battle for Kattegat is on and only the gods know who will emerge victorious.

The Walking Dead

Bounty
February 24, 2019

The savage group led by Alpha confronts the Hilltop in a harrowing attempt to retrieve her daughter. A
supply run for the Kingdom turns into a dangerous quest.



Wanderlust

Episode 1
October 19, 2018

Though she’s recovered enough from a traumatic bicycle accident to restart their sex life, Joy and her
husband, Alan, have trouble connecting.

Warrior

Chewed Up, Spit Out, And Stepped On
May 10, 2019

Tensions escalate between the Hop Wei and Long Zii after an assassination attempt during a boisterous
Chinatown parade. Big Bill sets out to pay his debt to Jack Damon. Mayor Blake and Buckley get a
mandate from Robert Crestwood, a senator with eyes on the White House.

Whiskey Cavalier

Pilot
February 28, 2019

After his emotional breakup, super FBI agent Will Chase is assigned to work with hard-hearted CIA
agent Frankie Trowbridge.

Yellowstone

Daybreak
June 20, 2018

John Dutton is patriarch of a Montana ranching family, and owner of the largest ranch in the U.S. It’s the
story of Dutton’s fight to defend his land and his family from the modern-day forces that threaten his
way of life.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Editing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (Half-Hour) And
Animation

After Life

Episode 4
March 08, 2019

Tony pushes back on Matt's idea to go on a blind date. Also, Tony makes an introduction and issues an
uncharacteristic apology.

Alexa & Katie

Sweet Sixteen
December 26, 2018

An expensive mistake means Katie can't afford to go to London. But she's keeping it a secret so she
doesn't ruin Alexa's epic birthday party.

American Housewife

A Mom's Parade
May 21, 2019

In this musical episode Katie Otto, exhausted from juggling the Westport Founder’s Day Fair and her
mom duties, just wants a simple “thank you” from her family. Encouraged by Doris and Angela (and
some singing and dancing), Katie decides to go “Full Westport”, leaving the kids to fend for themselves.

American Vandal

The Brownout
September 14, 2018

Peter and Sam travel to a prestigious private high school in Bellevue, Washington, to document the
story of a filthy vandal called the “Turd Burglar.”

Animals.

Episode Twenty-One: Rats.
August 03, 2018

Season premiere. Three years after the green bomb wiped out humans in New York, rats Phil and Mike
traverse the city following a wild, drunken night, searching for a missing car and encountering multiple
species and terrors along the way.

Arrested Development

The Untethered Sole
March 15, 2019

Buster’s brief appearance in a TV weather report puts the Bluths back in hot water, but Michael has a
plan involving his son’s definitely real company.

Atypical

In the Dragon's Lair
September 07, 2018

To prepare for college life, Sam sleeps over at Zahid's. Sam's $700 loss reunites Doug and Elsa with
Arlo's parents, former friends of theirs.



Ballers

This is Not Our World
August 26, 2018

Spencer looks to reign in Lance's excesses. Vernon gets carried away at a ceremony retiring his number
at his old LA high school, to Reggie's dismay.

Barry

ronny/lily
April 28, 2019

Barry goes to the home of Loach's desired target, Ronny Proxin, but his plans go awry when Ronny turns
out to be a very formidable opponent. They go even further awry when Ronny's daughter, Lily, arrives
home.

Best. Worst. Weekend. Ever.

Issue 4
October 19, 2018

Patches grills Zed about his missing mushroom. A new scheme to sneak into Comic-Con forces Argo to
confront his fear of performing in public.

Better Things

Holding
March 07, 2019

Sam copes with stuff.

Big Mouth

The Planned Parenthood Show
October 05, 2018

An argument in sex ed class turns into a skit-tastic journey through the worlds of Planned Parenthood,
contraceptives, and STDs.

Black Monday

0
March 31, 2019

Everything comes crashing down. Season finale

Bless This Mess

The Estonian Method
May 21, 2019

A newlywed couple's plan to ditch big city living for a simpler life in Nebraska doesn't go as expected.

BoJack Horseman

The Showstopper
September 14, 2018

"Philbert" is a hit, and filming begins on Season 2. But as BoJack spirals deeper into addiction, he loses
his grip on reality.



Broad City

Stories
January 24, 2019

To celebrate Abbi's 30th birthday, Abbi and Ilana travel from the top of Manhattan to the bottom,
running into old and new friends along the way.

Carmen Sandiego

Becoming Carmen Sandiego: Part 2
January 18, 2019

Carmen crashes the graduates' caper, touching down at an archeological dig site. But learning the truth
about V.I.L.E. sets her on a new path.

Castlevania

For Love
October 26, 2018

With nothing less than the future of humanity at stake, Belmont, Alucard, and Sypha do battle with
their immortal enemy: Dracula.

Crashing

Mulaney
March 10, 2019

Season finale. Pete jumps at the opportunity of a lifetime to open for John Mulaney at Town Hall, but the
gig leaves him in an awkward situation.

Dead To Me

I Have To Be Honest
May 03, 2019

As Jen's life begins to crumble personally and professionally, she reveals her darkest secret to Judy,
who does some confessing of her own.

Disenchantment

Dreamland Falls
August 17, 2018

As Dreamland celebrates an unexpected arrival while saying goodbye to a friend, everyday life is thrown
into disarray.

Easy

Private Eyes
May 10, 2019

Hugh, a low-level employee at the U-Spy Store, jumps at the chance to go undercover at a BDSM party,
dutifully researching his role as a submissive.



The Emperor's Newest Clothes

N/A
November 15, 2018

Hans Christian Andersen’s classic tale gets a colorful, music-filled makeover in this whimsical animated
family special, featuring the voices of Alan Alda, Jeff Daniels, Alison Pill, John Early and Tim Heidecker.

F is for Family

Bill Murphy’s Night Off
November 30, 2018

As the Murphys and their neighbors scour the city, Bill bounces from one harrowing ordeal to the next.
Rosie’s debate turns into a rescue mission.

Fleabag

Episode 1
May 17, 2019

Fleabag celebrates Godmother and Dad’s engagement but old tensions soon surface.

Forever

Goodbye Forever
September 14, 2018

June helps Oscar build a boat.

Fuller House

It's Always Open
December 14, 2018

When DJ worries that Jimmy isn't ready for fatherhood, an angry Steph responds by joining a dodgeball
team. Kimmy sets Ramona up with her new intern.

gen:LOCK

Second Birthday
February 02, 2019

The Colonel raises concerns about Doc’s residency. Chase feels the impact of absence. The new recruits
are introduced to the potential of using gen:LOCK mecha for combat.

GLOW

Mother of All Matches
June 29, 2018

On the day of the big match between Welfare Queen and Liberty Belle, Tammé visits her son at
Stanford, and Debbie hits an emotional wall.

The Good Place

Janet(s)
December 06, 2018

Janet takes all of the humans into her void, where they all look exactly like her. Michael visits the Head
Accountant (Stephen Merchant) and learns about the points system.



Grace and Frankie

The Alternative
January 18, 2019

In the wake of their big fight, Grace and Frankie imagine what their lives would be like if they hadn’t
lived together for the last three years.

Homecoming

Optics
November 02, 2018

If a client experiences adverse effects to the treatment, domestic reassignment may be a better path to
success.

Huge In France

Épisode Six
April 12, 2019

As “Me Llamo Marco” hits the airwaves and Exhale implodes, Gad hustles to salvage Luke’s fashion week
dreams - and prove his own sexual prowess.

Insecure

High-Like
September 09, 2018

The girls take a weekend trip to celebrate Tiffany. Molly has trouble leaving her obsession with work
behind.

It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia

Mac Finds His Pride
November 07, 2018

Frank tries to recruit Mac for the gang’s kickass float for the Gay Pride Parade. It dawns on Frank that
Mac will never be secure with his sexual identity unless he comes out to his father.

Kidding

The Cookie
October 14, 2018

Will tries to honor his brother in a unique way. Deirdre screams at Maddy and it causes her to
remember what drove her to begin making puppets. Jeff makes major changes in Pickles on Ice. With
the help of the puppets, Jeff tries to convince Vivian to continue treatment.

The Kids Are Alright

Behind the Counter
November 27, 2018

Mike concludes that Eddie is sexually active and takes it upon himself to give him advice. Peggy
disagrees with Mike and they argue over interfering with their children’s lives. Joey and Timmy attempt
to disrupt Frank’s plan to do free yardwork so that they can go back to getting paid.



The Kominsky Method

Chapter 3: A Prostate Enlarges
November 16, 2018

While Sandy contends with a worsening prostate problem and conflict between students, Norman deals
with his troubled daughter, Phoebe.

Lego Jurassic World

The Secret Exhibit Part 1
November 29, 2018

With the grand opening of Jurassic World's new super-secret dinosaur exhibit just days away, only one
thing is missing ... the dinosaurs! In order to get the job done, Simon Masrani enlists his newly hired
assistant, Claire Dearing, to ensure the new attraction opens on time ... or else.

Love, Death & Robots

The Secret War
March 15, 2019

Elite units of the Red Army fight an unholy evil deep in the ancient forests of Siberia.

Mike Judge Presents: Tales From the Tour Bus

Rick James (Part 2)
November 16, 2018

In the mid-'80s, funk star Rick James was riding high on top of the music world. But between his rivalry
with Prince, crusade against MTV and run-ins with the law, Rick fell further under the influence of
cocaine and fell from grace amid his troubles.

Modern Family

A Year of Birthdays
May 08, 2019

The birth of Haley and Dylan's twins approaches as a look back at how the family celebrated their
birthdays over the past year is discussed.

Mr Inbetween

The Pee Pee Guy
September 25, 2018

A business associate falls from grace, while Ray takes the fall for a mate. A chance meeting in the park
and a new apprentice.

Neo Yokio: Pink Christmas

Neo Yokio: Pink Christmas
December 07, 2018

The holidays take a hit as Kaz juggles the Secret Santa competition, his Aunt Angelique's visit and his
nemesis Arcangelo's Christmas plotting.



Now Apocalypse

This is The Beginning of the End
March 10, 2019

Ulysses Zane is struggling in the dating scene in LA. His best friend, Carly, is striving to become an
actress and secretly works as a cam girl on the side. Uly’s roommate, Ford, is an aspiring screenwriter
dating Severine, an astrobiological theorist. Ulysses is haunted by ominous nightmares.

On My Block

Chapter Eleven
March 29, 2019

On New Year’s Eve, Monse makes a promise that leaves Cesar at loose ends, Jamal keeps an eye on the
money, and Ruby’s brother returns with a surprise.

One Day At A Time

Ghosts
February 08, 2019

At her ex's wedding, Penelope experiences a surreal conversation. Elena finds she has more she needs
to say to her father. Dr. B gives Lydia her gift.

The Other Two

Chase Goes To A High School Dance
February 21, 2019

Chase goes to a school dance with a young fan; Brooke and Cary accompany him and try and have the
high school experiences they never had as teens.

The Ranch

Change
June 15, 2018

Nick confronts Rooster. Running out of options, Colt reaches out to Lisa Neumann. Joanne urges Beau to
make peace with Colt.

Random Acts Of Flyness

They Won’t Go When I Go
September 07, 2018

A woman stays woke too long; a waitress contemplates uploading her consciousness to the cloud amid
warnings of an impending hurricane; after Najja has her demons exorcised, her jealousy tries to talk its
way back into her life.

Russian Doll

The Way Out
February 01, 2019

As the present begins to unravel, Nadia's troubled past comes back to haunt her, and Alan worries
they're running out of time.



Santa Clarita Diet

The Cult of Sheila
March 29, 2019

Joel and Sheila have a scary man’s undivided attention. Abby and Eric are surprised by hungry visitors.
A troublesome trio crashes the Hammonds’ party.

Schooled

"Lainey and Erica's High School Reunion"
March 13, 2019

When her high school reunion is held at William Penn, Lainey tries to hide her teaching job from old
classmates, pulling a “Romy and Michele” lie with the help Erica Goldberg and CB. Mellor’s distraught to
learn his star athlete alum sees Glascott as more of a mentor than Mellor.

She's Gotta Have It

#OhJudoKnow?
May 24, 2019

Nola, Mars, Shemekka and Winny take an eye-opening trip to San Juan, Puerto Rico, to deliver money
for hurricane relief efforts.

SMILF

Single Mom is Losing Faith
March 24, 2019

In the style of "The Magnificent Seven," Bridgette gathers a posse of white hats to challenge the
tyrannical rule of the town's mysterious baron.

Speechless

U-N-R-- UNREALISTIC
April 12, 2019

Maya braces for J.J.'s high school graduation and departure for college, but tough news from NYU
changes everything; Dylan teaches Jimmy a lesson as he gets ready for a big job interview; Ray uses his
class trip to Catalina to consider his love life.

Star Wars Resistance

No Escape: Part 2
March 17, 2019

In an attempt to save his friends and rid the Colossus of the First Order once and for all, Kaz comes up
with a crazy plan. With Neeku’s help, he's going to upset the platform - literally.

The Tick

Choose Love!
April 05, 2019

The Tick, Arthur, Dot, and the rest of the family must battle The Duke and AEGIS itself. Miss Lint reveals
her true goal and Superian weighs the pros and cons of accidental genocide.



Tigtone

Tigtone vs. Nothing
February 11, 2019

All the quests in the realm suddenly vanish so Tigtone must fight nothing, itself.

Tuca & Bertie

The Jelly Lakes
May 03, 2019

An impromptu road trip takes Tuca and Bertie to Bertie’s old summer camp -- a faraway place that
dredges up painful memories.

Turn Up Charlie

Episode 7
March 15, 2019

In sunny Ibiza, Charlie puts his friendships and career on the line when he gets caught up in the party
scene and slips back into old habits

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Sliding Van Doors
January 25, 2019

When Kimmy and Titus watch “Sliding Doors” for the first time, we see how everyone’s lives might have
gone differently if they had seen it back in 1998.

Veep

Veep
May 12, 2019

Series finale. Mike covers the convention. After Ben’s heart attack, Selina destroys Tom, chooses Jonah
as VP, and blames Gary for the Meyer Fund, ensuring her nomination and the White House. Richard fires
Dan. Amy is forced to be Jonah’s chief of staff. Years later, everyone gathers at Selina’s funeral.

Vida

Episode 210
May 23, 2019

In the season finale, Lyn rises to the occasion, while Emma remains in her funk. Mari's loyalties are
conflicted. Eddy makes a discovery about Vida's past. The sisters unexpectedly stand united.

What We Do in the Shadows

Werewolf Feud
April 10, 2019

The fragile truce between the vampires and Staten Island’s werewolves is tested, and Colin Robinson
finds romance with a new co-worker.



Who is America?

Episode 107
August 26, 2018

Erran Morad trains three conservative men how to infiltrate Antifa. Morad has one of them press a
button that Morad says will kill a liberal that they have tagged with a tracking device. Gio Monaldo
meets with O. J. Simpson and jokes with him about wanting to kill his girlfriend.

You're the Worst

We Were Having Such A Nice Day
March 27, 2019

The day before the wedding, Gretchen’s mom comes to town and Edgar takes Jimmy on an epic best-
man date.

Young Sheldon

“An 8-Bit Princess and a Flat Tire Genius”
November 08, 2018

A video game takes over Sheldon and Meemaw's life. Also, George Sr. is jealous when Georgie bonds
with Herschel at the auto shop.

Younger

Sex, Liza and Rock & Roll
July 17, 2018

Liza is called in for reinforcements when Charles runs into trouble with a rockstar author. Josh grapples
with the commitments keys made.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Editing For A Limited Series, Movie Or Special

The Act

Free
May 01, 2019

Gypsy fights for her life by defending her actions, while Mel & Lacey realize that behind closed doors
things were not always as they seemed.

Adam Sandler: 100% Fresh

October 23, 2018

From "Heroes" to "Ice Cream Ladies" - Adam Sandler's comedy special hits you with new songs and
jokes in an unexpected, groundbreaking way.

Age Of Sail

November 14, 2018

Set on the open ocean in 1900, Age of Sail is the story of William Avery (voiced by Ian McShane), an old
sailor adrift and alone in the North Atlantic. When Avery reluctantly rescues Lara, who has mysteriously
fallen overboard, he finds redemption and hope in his darkest hours.

Amor Vincit Omnia (Sense8)

June 08, 2018

Passions run high as the Sensates and their closest allies fight to save the cluster and stop their
enemies for good.

Bandersnatch (Black Mirror)

December 28, 2018

In 1984, a young programmer begins to question reality as he adapts a dark fantasy novel into a video
game. A mind-bending tale with multiple endings.

Black Earth Rising

Looking at the Past
January 25, 2019

After a shocking crime at the International Criminal Court, Michael sets a new case in motion. Kate joins
him on the investigation in France.

Brexit

January 19, 2019

Benedict Cumberbatch stars as the director of the ‘Vote Leave’ campaign for the Brexit referendum. A
referendum which caused a political earthquake, laying waste to the normally stable British
establishment, and laid the groundwork for tactics that proved vital to the year’s other political
earthquake: the election of Donald Trump.

Castle Rock

Severance
July 25, 2018

Memories haunt Ruth Deaver.



Catch-22

Episode 1
May 17, 2019

Young American flyers arrive in war and discover that the bureaucracy is more deadly than the enemy.

Chernobyl

1:23:45
May 06, 2019

In the early hours of April 26, 1986, a nuclear reactor explodes at the Chernobyl power plant. In the
chaos that follows, plant workers and firefighters battle through deadly radiation, while Soviet officials
engage in a desperate denial of the true nature of the accident.

Deadwood

May 31, 2019

In the “Deadwood” film, the indelible characters of the series are reunited after ten years to celebrate
South Dakota’s statehood. Former rivalries are reignited, alliances are tested and old wounds are
reopened, as all are left to navigate the inevitable changes that modernity and time have wrought.

Dirty John

Remember It Was Me
December 09, 2018

Debra discovers John’s criminal record. In the past, John starts his first family.

End Of The Line (The Romanoffs)

November 16, 2018

On a trip abroad to pursue their legacy, a couple faces destruction.

Escape at Dannemora

Episode 4
December 09, 2018

Excited by the possibility of a new life, Tilly tries her best to avoid Lyle, who is planning something
special for their anniversary. Sweat makes progress on the escape route, but feels like he’s doing all the
work. Matt likes the arrangement just fine.

Fosse/Verdon

All I Care About Is Love
May 14, 2019

As Bob is pulled between multiple projects, he and Gwen begin rehearsals for Chicago, but the mounting
pressure may prove too much to bear.

Good Omens

Saturday Morning Funtime
May 31, 2019

Aziraphale and Crowley’s friendship is tested to the limit as their superiors catch up with them.
Armageddon starts in earnest, with the Antichrist’s powers wreaking havoc across the globe.



The Haunting Of Hill House

Two Storms
October 12, 2018

It’s a reunion for all the wrong reasons when Hugh flies in for the funeral, coming face to face with his
estranged children on a dark, stormy night.

Heathers

Reindeer Games
October 27, 2018

This episode from JD’s perspective shows him helping to expel an enemy and preparing to blow up the
school statue while receiving anonymous texts connecting him to his crimes. Blaming Heather Chandler,
he fights her before discovering Veronica sent the texts. Moving his bomb, Veronica blows up JD's car.

The Hot Zone

Cell H
May 27, 2019

Lt. Col. Nancy Jaax (Julianna Margulies) takes matters into her own hands. She and partner, Dr. Peter
Jahrling, test the new specimens and come face-to-face with the virus through their microscope. Jaax is
determined to find the source of the virus and brings in her mentor, a reclusive Ebola expert.

I Am The Night

Queen's Gambit, Accepted
March 04, 2019

When Fauna (India Eisley) hears what happened to Jimmy Lee (Golden Brooks), she frantically searches
for a way home. As Watts explodes around her into chaotic riots, Fauna’s way out harbors a nightmarish
trap. Jay (Chris Pine) stews in a cell that overflows with rioters and hatches a desperate plan.

Icebox

December 07, 2018

Fleeing gang violence, twelve-year-old Óscar leaves Honduras in search of his uncle in the United States.
Óscar is apprehended by Border Patrol and placed in a processing center for migrant children. Trapped
inside the “icebox” and a rigid immigration system, Óscar struggles for a chance at childhood.

John Leguizamo's Latin History For Morons

November 05, 2018

In this one-man Broadway show, John Leguizamo finds humor and heartbreak as he traces 3,000 years
of Latin history in an effort to help his bullied son.

King Lear

September 28, 2018

80-year-old King Lear divides his kingdom among his daughters, Goneril, Regan and Cordelia, according
to their affection for him. When his youngest daughter, Cordelia, refuses to flatter him, hurt and angry
Lear banishes her. With that fateful decision, family and state collapse into chaos and warfare.



Les Misérables (MASTERPIECE)

Episode Six
May 19, 2019

Marius mans the barricades, where a hostile Valjean intercepts him. They end up fleeing together
through the sewers of Paris. Cosette’s story reaches its conclusion. So does Javert’s.

The Lonely Island Presents: The Unauthorized Bash Brothers Experience

May 23, 2019

Maniac

Utangatta
September 21, 2018

Owen and Annie meet again as a disgraced Icelandic spy and a CIA operative who helps him. Greta
implores James to shut down the trial.

Miracle Workers

2 Weeks
February 08, 2019

To prevent Earth's destruction, Craig, a low-level angel responsible for handling all of humanity's
prayers, and fellow angel Eliza must answer a seemingly impossible prayer: help two humans, Laura and
Sam, fall in love.

Mrs Wilson (MASTERPIECE)

Episode One
March 31, 2019

Married after meeting in the secret service during WWII, Alec and Alison Wilson live devotedly for two
decades. When he dies, his real story emerges. Alison tracks down Dorothy, Alec’s partner in espionage
years earlier in India. Like Alison, she too was deceived by this charming author turned spy.

My Dinner with Hervé

October 20, 2018

Inspired by real events, MY DINNER WITH HERVÉ explores an unlikely friendship that evolves over one
wild night in L.A. between struggling journalist Danny Tate (Jamie Dornan) and actor Hervé Villachaize
(Peter Dinklage), the FANTASY ISLAND star who took his own life only days after his interview.

Native Son

April 06, 2019

Bigger Thomas, a young African-American living in Chicago who is hired as a chauffeur for affluent-
businessman Will Dalton enters a seductive new world of money and power — including a precarious
relationship with Dalton’s daughter, Mary— facing unforeseen choices and perilous circumstances that
alter the course of his life forever.



O.G.

February 23, 2019

Filmed in a maximum-security prison, Louis is a retired leader of a prison gang, now in the final weeks
of a 24-year sentence. His impending release is upended when he takes new arrival Beecher under his
wing, and Louis finds his freedom hanging in the balance.

Sharp Objects

Vanish
July 08, 2018

Series premiere. Reporter Camille Preaker, returns home to file a story about two missing girls.. Being
reunited with her overbearing mother Adora, stepfather and half-sister Amma, uncovers traumatic
memories, including the death of her younger sister Marian. Tormented and seeking refuge through
alcohol, Camille joins Detective Willis in the investigation.

Springsteen On Broadway

December 15, 2018

Bruce Springsteen shares personal stories from his life and acoustic versions of some of his best-known
songs in an intimate one-man show.

True Detective

The Great War and Modern Memory
January 13, 2019

Season premiere. Retired detective Wayne Hays revisits key moments from a haunting
murder/kidnapping case that he and his partner Roland West investigated 35 years earlier in a rural
Arkansas town.

Valley of the Boom

Part 3: agile method
January 13, 2019

With the browser wars in full swing, Microsoft attacks Netscape. In need of additional financing,
TheGlobe.com team hesitates to bring on a potential investor, unconvinced he'll be a good fit for the
company. Using stolen tech, Michael Fenne (Steve Zahn) launches a new company called Pixelon.

Vanity Fair

In Which Battles Are Won And Lost
December 21, 2018

As the Battle of Waterloo begins, Becky decides the war isn’t so bad, so long as there’s money to be
made.

A Very English Scandal

Episode 3
June 29, 2018

A true story. Jeremy Thorpe, the leader of the British Liberal party, has a secret he's desperate to hide.
His ex-lover Norman Scott is putting Thorpe's brilliant political career at risk so Thorpe schemes and
deceives until he realizes there's only one way to silence Scott for good.



What / If

What History
May 24, 2019

Lisa leverages the limelight and helps Cassidy delve into Anne's history. Secrets come to light for Sean
and Marcos while Ian goes to new extremes.

When They See Us

Part Four
May 31, 2019

At age 16, Korey begins a brutal journey through the adult prison system. A shocking turn of events
reveals the truth of the crime, long ignored.

When You Wish Upon a Pickle: A Sesame Street Special

November 10, 2018

What if your every wish could come true? When a mysterious wish pickle machine starts granting
wishes, Elmo and the gang have a very “Funny Day” (sweeping the clouds away...) on Sesame Street.
With special guest stars Amanda Seyfried and Blake Lively.

End of Category


